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Physical Methods For Materials Characterisation
One of the most significant challenges in the global R&D effort towards better energy technologies—efficient and accurate material simulation—may be one step closer to being solved, based on new ...
A more efficient method for modeling electrons in materials
The brain is the most complex organ in the human body, controlling everything from senses to behaviors. Like any part of the body, it is subject to various errors that affect cognitive and physical ...
Using deep learning to research material transport in the brain
Nanotechnology is becoming central to several fields of engineering in today’s high-tech world. It can be applied across many fields where improvements in materials and devices at atomic or molecular ...
Nanotechnology Advanced Materials: Know Study, Career Options in Emerging Field
The new compact representation of fermions outperforms all previous representations improving memory use and algorithm size each by at least 25% - a significant step towards realising practical ...
Phasecraft reveals a more efficient method for modelling electrons in materials
NSLS-II scientists developed an artificial intelligence (AI) ensemble for faster, more accurate data analysis.
Materials Discovery Through AI-powered Consensus
A team of chemists from the Croatian Ruđer Bošković Institute (RBI) described a new, easy-to-use method for uninterrupted monitoring of mechanochemical reactions. These reactions are conducted in ...
A new method for uninterrupted monitoring of solid-state milling reactions
Now, researchers from Japan and China have used direct microscopic observations to provide more clarity on how this transformation occurs. In a paper in Nature Communications, researchers from the ...
Researchers spy crystalline transition in soft materials
Researchers developed a new degradable plastic that breaks down after being exposed to sunlight and air for only a week.
New Biodegradable Plastic Decomposes in Sunlight and Air
Researchers from the Croatian Ruđer Bošković Institute (RBI) described a new, easy-to-use method for uninterrupted monitoring of mechanochemical reactions. These reactions are conducted in closed ...
New method for uninterrupted monitoring of solid-state milling reactions
With International Self-Care Day taking place on Jul 24, CNA Lifestyle looks at what this really means beyond rewarding yourself. In these ...
We need to take self-care seriously: Our mental and physical health depend on it
The actor brings brilliant nuance and daring to his part in an age-blind production marred by some eccentric decisions ...
Hamlet review – Ian McKellen’s risky prince reveals method in the madness
A low-value byproduct of the coal mining process is proving highly effective at helping reclaim the land and water used in mining, University of ...
Coal mining waste material more than 90 per cent effective at removing heavy metal
With electric vehicle demand are only accelerating all around the world. In fact, according to S&P Global Market Intelligence, analysts expect “sales of passenger plug-in electric vehicles to increase ...
Accelerating Electric Vehicle Demand Driving Significant Need for Battery Materials
According to The Business Research Company's research report on the apparel market, apparel manufacturers are adopting ...
The Apparel Industry Adopts Biological Material And Techniques To Create Eco-Fibers, Which Are In Demand
Mulches are made from dead plant material including materials ... or restricting weeds by using physical action. This can be anything from removing them manually using a trowel or fork to smothering ...
Gardening expert details best way to ‘combat weeds’ using a ‘physical barrier’
The new measures to begin the electronic execution of documents can create various opportunities for SMSFs but will require care in the transition process, says one law firm.
SMSFs flagged on transitioning approach for new electronic processes for companies
A leaked image seems to hint that a Nintendo Switch port of the open-world zombie title Dying Light could be on the way. The image first appeared in a report by Polish gaming publication PPE, which ...
Leaked ‘Dying Light’ image hints at potential Nintendo Switch port
The all-electric 2019 Audi e-tron finishes in the middle of our luxury hybrid and electric SUV rankings. It has a first-rate interior, engaging driving dynamics, and user-friendly technology, making ...
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